
Thursday, 30 Jan 2019 at 19H00
Buy-in: N$20,000 • Entry fee: 10% N$2,000

PLAYERS START WITH 100,000 IN TOURNAMENT CHIPS

19h00 Thursday 30 Jan
Level Small Blind Big Blind Ante

1 100  100
2 100 200
3 200 400

30 Min DINNER BREAK (21h00)

4 300 600 600
5 400 800 800
6 500 1,000 1,000

15 Min BREAK (23h30)

7 600 1,200 1,200
8 800 1,600 1,600

END OF DAY (01h05) • RETURN FRIDAY 31/1 AT 12h00

12h00 Friday 31 Jan
9 1,000 2,000 2,000

10 1,200 2,400 2,400
15 Min BREAK (13h20)

11 1,500 3,000 3,000
12 2,000 4,000 4,000
13 3,000 6,000 6,000

30 Min LUNCH BREAK (15h35)

14 4,000 8,000 8,000
15 5,000 10,000 10,000
16 6,000 12,000 12,000

15 Min BREAK (18h05)

EVENT #1 HIGH ROLLER



17 8,000 16,000 16,000
18 10,000 20,000 20,000
19 12,000 24,000 24,000

30 Min DINNER BREAK (20h20)

20 15,000 30,000 30,000
21 20,000 40,000 40,000
22 30,000 60,000 60,000

15 Min BREAK (22h50)

23 40,000 80,000 80,000
24 50,000 100,000 100,000
25 60,000 120,000 120,000

REGISTRATION: Late registration and unlimited re-entries will stay open until the start of Level 11 on Day 2. 
LEVEL TIMES: All Levels will last 40 minutes. DAY 1 will play a total of 8 Levels. DAY 2 will play down to 
the winner. • RE-DRAW: Re-Draw will happen at the end of Day 1 and at 10 players. • ANTE FORMAT: 
A single ante will be posted by the player in the big blind of the amount equivalent to the big blind, of the 
current level. The ante is posted before the big blind, and players are eligible to collect the entire ante, even 
when not in the position of the big blind. The ante is maintained until the completion of the tournament.

Friday, 31 Jan 2019 at 19H00
Buy-in: N$5,000 • Re-buy: N$5,000 • Add-on: N$7,000

Entry fee: 10% prize pool
PLAYERS START WITH 30,000 IN TOURNAMENT CHIPS

RE-BUY 30,000 CHIPS • ADD-ON 60,000 CHIPS

19h00 Friday 31 Jan
Level Small Blind Big Blind Ante

1 100  100
2 100 200
3 150 300

60 Min DINNER BREAK (21h00)

4 200 400 400
5 300 600 600
6 400 800 800

END OF DAY (00h00) • RETURN SATURDAY 1/2 AT 11h00

EVENT #2 MAIN EVENT



11h00 Saturday 1 Feb
Level Small Blind Big Blind Ante

7 500 1,000 1,000
8 600 1,200 1,200

END OF LATE REGISTRATION •  30 Min LUNCH BREAK (12h20)

9 800 1,600 1,600
10 1,000 2,000 2,000
11 1,200 2,400 2,400

15 Min BREAK (14h40)

12 1,500 3,000 3,000
13 2,000 4,000 4,000
14 3,000 6,000 6,000

60 Min DINNER BREAK (16h55)

15 4,000 8,000 8,000
16 5,000 10,000 10,000
17 6,000 12,000 12,000

15 Min BREAK (21h55)

18 8,000 16,000 16,000
19 10,000 20,000 20,000
20 12,000 24,000 24,000

END OF DAY (00h10) • RETURN SUNDAY 2/2 AT 11h00

21 15,000 30,000 30,000
22 20,000 40,000 40,000
23 30,000 60,000 60,000

15 Min BREAK (13h00)

24 40,000 80,000 80,000
25 50,000 100,000 100,000
26 60,000 120,000 120,000

REGISTRATION: Late registration and unlimited re-buys will stay open until the start of Level 9 on Day 
2. An add-on will be available at the end of Level 8. • LEVEL TIMES: All Levels will last 40 minutes. DAY 
1 will play a total of 6 Levels. DAY 2 will play down to a total of 20 Levels or the final table. DAY 3 will 
play down to the winner. • RE-DRAW: Re-Draw will happen at the end of Day 1, Day 2 and at 10 players.  
ANTE FORMAT: A single ante will be posted by the player in the big blind of the amount equivalent to the big 
blind,of the current level. The ante is posted before the big blind, and players are eligible to collect the entire ante, 
even when not in the position of the big blind. The ante is maintained until the completion of the tournament.



EVENT #3 TURBO EVENT

18h00 Saturday 1 Feb
Level Small Blind Big Blind Ante

1 25  50
2 50 100
3 75 150
4 100 200 200
5 150 300 300
6 200 400 400
7 300 600 600
8 400 800 800

END OF LATE REGISTRATION •  30 Min BREAK (20h00)

9 500 1,000 1,000
10 600 1,200 1,200
11 800 1,600 1,600
12 1,000 2,000 2,000
13 1,200 2,400 2,400
14 1,500 3,000 3,000
15 2,000 4,000 4,000
16 3,000 6,000 6,000

15 Min BREAK (22h30)

17 4,000 8,000 8,000
18 5,000 10,000 10,000
19 6,000 12,000 12,000
20 8,000 16,000 16,000
21 10,000 20,000 20,000
22 12,000 24,000 24,000
23 15,000 30,000 30,000
24 20,000 40,000 40,000

15 Min BREAK (00h45)

Saturday, 1 Feb 2019 at 18H00
Buy-in: N$2,000 • Re-buy: N$2,000 • Add-on: N$2,000

Entry fee: 10% prize pool
PLAYERS START WITH 30,000 IN TOURNAMENT CHIPS

RE-BUY 20,000 CHIPS • ADD-ON 60,000 CHIPS



General:
1) Floor Decisions: the best interest of the game and fairness are top  
 priorities in decision-making. Unusual circumstances occasionally  
 dictate that decisions in the interest of fairness take priority over technical  
 rules. Floor decisions are final.
2) Player Responsibilities: players should verify registration data and seat  
 assignments, protect their hands, make their intentions clear, follow  
 the action, act in turn, defend their right to act, keep cards visible and  
 chips correctly stacked, remain at the table with a live hand, speak up if they  
 see a mistake, call for a clock when warranted, transfer tables promptly, follow  
 one player to a hand, know and comply with the rules, practice proper  
 etiquette, and generally contribute to an orderly event.
3) Official Terminology of Tournament Poker: Official betting terms are  simple,  
 unmistakable, time-honored declarations like: bet, raise, call,  fold, check, all- 
 in, complete, and pot (pot-limit only). Regional terms may  also meet this test.  
 Also, players must use gestures with caution when  facing action; tapping the  
 table is a check. It is the responsibility of players  to make their intentions  
 clear: using non-standard terms or gestures is at  player’s risk and may result  
 in a ruling other than what the player intended.
4) Electronic Devices and Communication: Players may not talk on a phone  
 at the table. Ring tones, music, etc. should be inaudible to others. House  
 rules apply to other types of electronic devices and communication.
5) Official Language: English-only will be enforced during play of hands in  
 all satellites and tournaments.
6) Players will generally be sent to the cash desk to enter satellites and   
 tournaments, although under certain circumstances, e.g. rebuys, players  may  
 buy in at the table; upon receiving the money / chips, the Dealer will  issue the  
 Player with Poker Chips. All entry fees collected at the tables  must be taken to  
 cash desk by Gaming Security to receipt them in.
7) Players can also register and secure a seat in any of the satellites or  tournament  
 events, should there be seats available, by contacting  Mermaid Casino at the  
 Swakopmund Hotel and Entertainment Centre  and depositing the buy-in  
 and entry fee into the company’s bank account.
8) All chips must remain on the table throughout the playing period.
9) If a player who has qualified for the any of the tournament events is excluded  
 or self-excluded at the time that the event is being played, he/she will not be  
 allowed to participate and his entry fee will be forfeited.
10) No person under the age of 18 may enter these tournaments.
11) The decision of the Tournament Director (or his Delegate) in all matters  
 is final.
12) In the unlikely event that we are requested / ordered to cancel the  
 Tournament by the Gaming Authorities, we reserve the right to do so and  
 all entry fees will be returned.

Tournament Poker Rules:
By participating in any satellite or tournament, players are required to abide by 
the rules and behave in a courteous manner. A violator may be verbally warned, 
suspended from play for a specified length of time, or disqualified from the 
tournament. Chips from a disqualified participant will be removed from play.
1) Whenever possible, all rules are the same as those that apply to live games.
2) Initial seating is determined by assignment.
3) A change of seat is not allowed after play starts, except as assigned by the director.
4) The appropriate starting stack of chips will be placed on the table for each  
 paid entrant when the player takes his seat at the table. 
5) If a paid entrant is absent at the start of an event, at some point an effort  
 will be made to locate and contact the player. If the player cannot be  
 contacted by the time that the late registration period has ended, the  
 entry may be withdrawn and the entry fee forfeit.
6) If a paid entrant, who has already taken his seat in the tournament, is  absent  
 from the table for an extended period of time or fails to show up  after a break,  
 at some point an effort will be made to locate and contact  the player. If the  
 player cannot be contacted, the chips may be removed  from play at the  
 discretion of the tournament director any time after a  new betting level has begun.
7) A player must be at his seat when the last card is dealt on the initial deal in   
 order to have a live hand. A player not then at his seat is dealt in, he may  not  
 look at his cards, and the hand is immediately killed after the initial  deal. This  
 includes situations in which a live blind is not present to act,  since an absent  
 player cannot exercise the option to raise.
8) “At your seat” means within reach of your chair. This rule is not intended  
 to encourage players being out of their seats while in a hand.
9) Absent players will always be dealt in and all chips necessary for antes and  
 blinds will be posted.
10) If a player is not at his seat when it becomes his turn to act, his hand is dead.
11) A player must be at his seat to call time.
12) Blinds and Antes are raised at regularly scheduled intervals.
13) If there is a signal designating the end of a betting level, the new limits  
 apply on the next deal. (A deal begins with the first riffle of the shuffle.)
14) The lowest denomination of chip in play will be removed from the  
 table when it is no longer needed in the blind or ante structure. All lower- 
 denomination chips that are of sufficient quantity for a new chip will be  
 changed up directly.
15) As players are eliminated, tables are broken in a pre-set order, with players  
 from the broken tables assigned to empty seats at other tables.
16) The number of players at each table will be kept reasonably balanced by  
 the transfer of a player as needed. With more than six tables, table size  

REGISTRATION: Unlimited re-buys and late registration until the start of Level 9. • LEVEL TIMES: All Levels 
will last 15 minutes. DAY 1 will play down to the winner. • RE-DRAW: Re-Draw will happen at 10 players (final 
table). • ANTE FORMAT: A single ante will be posted by the player in the big blind of the amount equivalent to 
the big blind, of the current level. The ante is posted before the big blind, and players are eligible to collect the entire 
ante, even when not in the position of the big blind. The ante is maintained until the completion of the tournament.

SHUFFLE POKER reserves the right to change or cancel any event at any time.
Prize Breakdown: includes satellites and all tournaments

NB Private agreements by remaining players in an event regarding distribution of the prize pool are not condoned. (However, if 
such an agreement is made, the director has the option of ensuring that it is carried out by paying those amounts.) Any private 
agreement that excludes one or more active competitors is improper by definition. *Tournament Director reserves right to change 
the scheduled end of day • All break times are an estimate and are dependent on start times, or any unforseen hold ups. 

TOURNAMENT RULES
The rules are the same as No Limit Texas Hold’em Poker as per the Rules of the Poker Handbook.

25 25,000 50,000 50,000
26 30,000 60,000 60,000
27 40,000 80,000 80,000
28 50,000 100,000 100,000
29 60,000 120,000 120,000
30 75,000 150,000 150,000



 will be kept within two players. With six tables or less, table size will be  
 kept within one player.
17) There will be a redraw for seating as per the structure for each tournament  
 – this is generally at the beginning of a new day and for the final table.
18) A player who declares all in and loses the pot, then discovers that one  
 or more chips were hidden, is not entitled to benefit from this. That player  
 is eliminated from the tournament if the opponent had sufficient chips  
 to cover the hidden ones. If another deal has not yet started, the director  
 may rule the chips belong to the opponent who won that pot, if that  
 obviously would have happened with the chips out in plain view. If the  
 next deal has started, the discovered chips are removed from the tournament.
19) If a player lacks sufficient chips for a blind or a forced bet, the player is  
 entitled to get action on whatever amount of money remains. A player  
 who posts a short blind and wins does not need to make up the blind.
20) All players must leave their seat immediately after being eliminated from  
 an event.
21) Showing cards from a live hand during the action injures the rights  
 of other players still competing in an event, who wish to see contestants  
 eliminated. A player may not show any cards during a deal (unless the  
 event has only two remaining players). If a player deliberately shows a  
 card, that hand may be ruled dead and the player penalized.
22) Inappropriate behaviour like throwing cards that go off the table may  
 be punished with a penalty such as being dealt out for a length of time. A  
 severe infraction such as abusive or disruptive behaviour may be punished  
 by eviction from the tournament.
23) The deck is not changed on request. Decks change when the dealers  
 change, unless there is a damaged card.
24) The starting position of the dealer button is determined by dealing for the  
 high card.
25) The dealer button remains in position until the appropriate blinds are  
 taken. Players must post all blinds every round. Because of this, the  
 button may stay in front of the same player for two consecutive hands.  
 The big blind is posted by the player due for it, and the small blind and  
 button are positioned accordingly, even if this means the small blind or  
 the button is placed in front of an empty seat, giving the same player the  
 privilege of last action on consecutive hands. 
26) New players are dealt in immediately unless they sit down in the small  
 blind or button position. A new player cannot be dealt in between the big  
 blind and the button; blinds may not be made up between the big blind  
 and the button. In these two cases, they must wait until the button passes.
27) In heads-up play with two blinds, the small blind is on the button.
28) Misdeals include but are not necessarily limited to the following occurring 
 provided attention is called to the error before substantial action occurs  
 – see below. 
Once substantial action occurs, a misdeal can longer be declared; the hand will be played 
to conclusion and no money will be returned to any player whose hand is fouled.
 i) The first or second card of the hand has been dealt face up or exposed  
  through dealer error
 ii) Two or more cards have been exposed by the dealer
 iii) Two or more boxed cards are found
 iv) Two or more extra cards have been dealt in the starting hands of a game
 v) An incorrect number of cards has been dealt to a player, except the  
  top card may be dealt if it goes to the player in proper sequence
 vi) Any card has been dealt out of the proper sequence (except an  
  exposed card may be replaced by the burn card) 
 vii) The button was out of position
 viii) The first card was dealt to the wrong position
 ix) Cards have been dealt to an empty seat or a player not entitled to a hand
 x) A player has been dealt out who is entitled to a hand; this player must  
  be present at the table or have posted a blind
29) Substantial Action is either A) any 2 actions in turn, at least one of which  
 puts chips in the pot (i.e. any 2 actions except 2 checks or 2 folds) or B)  
 any combination of 3 actions in turn (check, bet, raise, call, fold).
30) If cards are turned by the dealer prematurely before betting has been  
 completed, the following will apply:

 i) If the flop is turned prematurely or contains too many cards, the board-  
  cards are mixed with the remainder of the deck; the burn card remains   
  on the table. After shuffling, the dealer cuts the deck and deals a new flop  
  without a burn card.
 ii) If the dealer turns the forth card (the Turn) before betting is complete,  
  the card is taken out of play for that round, even if subsequent players elect  
  to fold. The betting is then completed and the dealer burns and turns what  
  would have been the fifth card (the River) in the forth card’s place. After this  
  round of play, the dealer reshuffles the deck, including the card that was  
  taken out of play, but not including the burn-cards or discards. The dealer  
  then cuts the deck and turns the final card (the River) without burning a card.
 iii) If the fifth card (the River) is turned up prematurely, the deck is reshuffled  
  including the card that was turned prematurely but excluding burn-cards  
  and discards. The dealer then cuts the deck and turns the final card (the  
  River) without burning a card.
31) Raise Amounts: A raise must be at least equal to the largest prior bet or  
 raise of the current betting round. If a player raises 50% or more of the  
 largest prior bet but less than a minimum raise, he must make a full  
 minimum raise. If less than 50% it is a call unless “raise” is first declared.  
 Declaring an amount or pushing out the same amount of chips is the same
32) Action Out of Turn (OOT): 
 A: Any action out of turn (check, call, or raise) is subject to penalty and  
 is binding if action to the OOT player does not change.  A check, call or  
 fold by the rightful player does not change action. If action changes, the  
 OOT action is not binding; any bet or raise is returned to the OOT player who  
 has all options including: calling, raising, or folding. An OOT fold is binding.
 B: A player skipped by OOT action must defend his right to act. If there  
 is reasonable time and the skipped player does not speak up before  
 substantial action (Rule 29) OOT occurs to his left, the OOT action is  
 binding. The floor will rule on how to treat the skipped hand.
33) All hands will be tabled (turned face-up) without delay once a player is  
 all-in and all betting action by all other players in the hand is complete.  
 No player who is either all-in or has called all betting action may muck  
 his hand without tabling. All hands in both the main and side pot(s) must  
 be tabled and are live.
34) At Showdowns the following applies:
 i. Cards speak to determine the winner. Verbal declarations of hand  
 value are not binding at showdown but deliberately miscalling a hand  
 may be penalized. Any player in the hand or not, should speak up if he  
 thinks a mistake is being made in reading hands or awarding the pot.
 ii. Proper tabling is both 1) turning all cards face up on the table and  
  2)  allowing the dealer and players to read the hand clearly. “All cards”  
  means both hole cards in Hold’em and all four hole cards in Omaha.
 iii. A player must protect his hand while waiting for it to be read. If a player  
  does not fully table his cards, then mucks thinking he has won, he does  
  so at his risk. If the cards are not 100% identifiable and the Tournament  
  Director rules the hand was not clearly read, the player has no claim to the pot.  
  The Tournament Directors decision on whether a hand was sufficiently 
  tabled is final.
 iv. Dealers cannot kill a hand that was properly tabled and obviously the winner.
 v. Discarding non-tabled cards face down does not automatically kill  
  them; a player may change his mind and table his cards if they remain  
  100% identifiable. Cards are killed by the dealer when pushed into the muck.
35) If two (or more) players go broke during the same hand, the player starting the 
 hand with the larger amount of money finishes in the higher tournament place  
 for point and cash awards.
36) Management is not required to rule on any private deals, side bets or  
 redistribution of the prize pool among finalists.
37) Private agreements by remaining players in an event regarding  distribution  
 of the prize pool are not condoned. (However, if such an  agreement is made,  
 the director has the option of ensuring that it is  carried out by paying those  
 amounts.) Any private agreement that  excludes one or more active competitors  
 is improper by definition.
38) The tournament is expected to be played until completion. A private agreement 
 that removes all prize money from being at stake in the  competition is unethical.
39) Management retains the right to cancel any event, or alter it in a manner fair  
 to the players.

2 Theo-Ben Gurirab Str, Swakopmund, Namibia • For more info contact Kayla (+27) 72 964 1946
Accommodation - Sanchia at Sanchia@shuffleuppoker.com

Enjoy premium benefits with free sign up to our Premium Club rewards programme. For more information 
contact the Premium Club Desk on 064 410 5282. Mermaid  Casino supports responsible gambling. 

Gambling for persons 18 years and older. Legacy casinos are licensed casinos. 




